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Studies of early modern Middle Eastern cities, whether classi®ed as Islamic, Arab, or
Ottoman, have stressed the atypical, the idiosyncratic, or the aberrant. This bias
derives largely from orientalist presumptions that these cities were in some way
substandard or deviant. One purpose of this volume is to normalize Ottoman cities,
to emphasize how, on the one hand, they resembled cities in general and how, on the
other, their speci®c historical situations individualized each of them. The second is
to present a challenge to the previous literature and to negotiate an agenda for
future study. By considering the narrative histories of Aleppo, Izmir (Smyrna), and
Istanbul during their Ottoman periods, the book offers a fundamental departure
from the piecemeal methods of previous studies, emphasizing the importance of
these cities during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and highlighting their
essentially Ottoman character. While the essays provide an overall view of the three
cities, each can be approached separately. Their exploration of the available sources
and the agendas of historians and social scientists who have conditioned the
scholarly perception of these in¯uential cities makes fascinating reading.
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Archives (1998) and Banque ImpeÂriale Ottomane: inventaire commenteÂ des archives
(1994). DANIEL GOFFMAN is Professor of History at Ball State University. He is
the author of Britons in the Ottoman Empire, 1642±1660 (1998) and Izmir and the
Levantine World, 1550±1650 (1990). BRUCE MASTERS is Professor of History at
Wesleyan University. His publications include Origins of Western Economic Dominance in the Middle East (1989).
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Preface

This book was conceived in the fall of 1993 during conversations between
the authors at BogÆazicËi University in Istanbul and during an ARIT
(American Research Institute in Turkey) sponsored tour of early Ottoman
sites in northwestern Anatolia. The three authors agreed that there was a
lack of synthetic works on Ottoman cities and that, having each recently
completed monographs on our respective cities, it would be interesting and
perhaps useful to write surveys of Ottoman Istanbul, Izmir, and Aleppo.
These studies might not only provide students and non-Ottoman historians
with practical introductions to these important Ottoman cities but also
produce a framework to think about the shapes these and other Ottoman
urban centers took, how they functioned, and how they compared and
contrasted to other cities.
During the next year the authors wrote drafts surveying the histories of
these cities before reconvening at a one-day conference, ``Three Ottoman
Cities,'' held at Ball State University in the spring of 1995. The structure for
this meeting was somewhat unusual for we were not only looking for
feedback on our work but also trying to arouse curiosity about Ottoman
studies and generate as wide an interest as possible. We presented summaries of our works and asked historians from outside of our ®eld to
respond to drafts of our writings. Then, at the end of a rather full day, a
panel of Ottomanists remarked on the inter-specialty give-and-take.
The format generated a fascinating, indeed invaluable, discussion. Professor Kenneth Hall, a southeast-Asian specialist, reviewed Bruce Masters's
presentation on Aleppo; Professor Miriam Usher Chrisman, who studies
Strasbourg and other early modern European cities, considered Daniel
Goffman's examination of Izmir; and Professor Andrew R. L. Cayton, who
has written extensively on early national US history, re¯ected on Edhem
Eldem's exploration of Istanbul. Each of these historians critiqued our ideas
insightfully and incisively, as did our chair, Professor Leslie Peirce, and
Professors Molly Greene, Jane Hathaway, Donald Quataert, and Sarah
Shields, who made up our panel of Ottomanists.
The contributions of the commentators were helpful in several ways. First
xiii
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was the con®rmation that a need exists for such surveys as this book
attempts. Each of our outside commentators expressed a certain wonder at
the hidden richness of the Ottoman universe. The depth of their remarks
and their enthusiasm for this project were con®rmation that comparative
studies have a place in Ottoman history and that Ottoman history has a
great deal to offer Asian, European, and US historians and vice versa.
Each commentator also re®ned and broadened the conference's thinking
about the Ottoman city. Ken Hall re¯ected upon how, despite a series of
economic and social transitions, over the centuries both Aleppo and certain
southeast Asian cities managed to keep themselves in the ``middle'' of both
culture and commerce. Socially, residents did so by turning outsiders ± in
the Aleppan case, Ottomans ± into partners with local inhabitants; economically, they did so by nurturing networks between communities within cities
and between urban dwellers and inhabitants in their hinterlands. Hall
further observed that Aleppo seemed to have shared with southeast-Asian
port cities the ability to turn ``outside'' into ``inside,'' that is, to seize for
themselves the institutions, techniques, and commodities of foreigners,
citing as an example the appropriation and transformation of local market
textile patterns and materials.
Whereas Hall emphasized similarities between southeast and southwest
Asia, Miriam Chrisman found marked differences between the social and
commercial structures of Izmir and western European cities. Particularly
noticeable to her was the Ottoman emphasis on ``provisionism'' (that is,
state regulation of the production and marketing of goods and especially
foodstuffs) and the lack in Izmir of the autonomous political infrastructure
typical of medieval European burgs. Chrisman did not derive from this
assertion the Weberian conclusion that this lack of a civic culture made
Izmir somehow less a city than its European companions. Instead, she
speculated that it may have been Izmir's relative independence from
legacies, conventions, and bureaucracies, its openness and plasticity, that
enticed European merchants to settle in that port town in the early
seventeenth century. She also suggested that western Europe's movement
toward a more rigid orthodoxy and its expulsion of in®dels and heretics
after the Protestant Reformation may have helped inspire merchants to ¯ee
that sub-continent and re-establish themselves in more broad-minded
venues on commercial and cultural borderlands in western Anatolia, the
eastern American seaboard, southeast Asia, and elsewhere.
Cayton extended the comparative motif to North America. He found
interesting the similarly parasitic natures of eighteenth-century Istanbul and
Cincinnati, especially the manner in which goods seemed to be sucked into
each. He then proceeded into a fascinating discussion of the idea of
``contact'' as a neutral way to think about cultural overlap and interplay in
both the eighteenth-century midwestern United States and the Ottoman
Empire's capital. As he pointed out, historiography now shies away from
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reducing groups to pawns and strives to endow all individuals, communities,
and civilizations with agency and status. In American historiography, this
emphasis means exploring the worlds of native Americans, French settlers,
African-Americans, and women as well as British conquerors. In the case of
Istanbul, it requires examining the intersections between the multitude of
communities and organizations that lived in the city, working out how they
co-existed and how power was distributed among them. In each case,
Cayton argued, the perception even more than the reality of power was
what mattered. In both Istanbul and the American middle west, for
example, the leverage of the French government and settlers was far greater
than their real capacities seemed to warrant. Cayton did not push this
similarity too far, however. He noted one important difference in the
Ottoman linkage of power to diversity rather than to uniformity. In
Istanbul, a cacophony of convictions existed in place of the ideological
unity that was becoming so much a part of American history.
The contributions of the Ottomanist commentators, perhaps inevitably,
tended to be less speculative than were the comments of our non-Ottomanist
colleagues. Nevertheless, they too focused upon comparisons and contrasts.
Both Molly Greene and Sarah Shields, albeit in quite different ways,
deduced from the presentations the dif®culty of discovering a normative
``Ottoman city'' (much less an Islamic one) or even meaningful shared
characteristics. Greene further observed that despite the importance of
commerce in sustaining the vigor of Aleppo, Izmir, and Istanbul, these
Ottoman cities all died political rather than economic deaths. Jane Hathaway elaborated upon Cayton's observations about contact through a
discussion of constructed identities in the Ottoman context, suggesting that
particularly in Ottoman Arab lands the interplay between the Arab and
Ottoman cultures was more complicated and deeply embedded than heretofore imagined. Finally, Donald Quataert emphasized how important it is
to continue drawing upon the work of non-Ottoman historians and to
repudiate an approach toward Ottoman studies that has overemphasized
the unique and the idiosyncratic. Quataert implicitly and rightly asserted
that Ottoman Istanbul, Izmir, and Aleppo were ®rst and foremost cities;
their Islamic, Arab, Turkish, Ottoman, or Mediterranean characteristics
remain secondary.
It is a pleasure to thank those organizations and individuals who have
supported us ®nancially and through access to their facilities. We have
drawn upon the resources of many archives in France, Syria, Turkey, the
United Kingdom, and the United States. Without exception, their staffs
have been unstinting in their assistance. Connie McOmber, the Ball State
University cartographer, skillfully devised the three maps of Aleppo,
Istanbul, and Izmir and their surroundings.
Edhem Eldem would like to acknowledge ongoing and enthusiastic
support from the Institut FrancËais d'Etudes Anatoliennes d'Istanbul and
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his home institution, BogÆazicËi University, particularly its Department of
History. He also wishes to thank Ms Araks SËahiner for kindly letting him
use her ®ndings on Yakub Hovhanessian.
Dan Goffman thanks the National Endowment for the Humanities for a
Fellowship for College Teachers and Independent Scholars that, together
with matching monies from Ball State University's Of®ce of Research,
funded his 1993±94 academic year in Istanbul. The Department of History
at Ball State University generously granted him release time and BogÆazicËi
University provided housing and rank in its Department of History, where
Selim Deringil, SelcËuk Esenbel, and Tony Greenwood were particularly
kind and supportive. He also thanks Amy Singer and Ehud Toledano of Tel
Aviv University and its Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern & African
Studies for hosting him for a month in the summer of 1994, during which he
wrote much of his contribution to this book.
Bruce Masters would like to thank the Fulbright Commission, the
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Institute in Turkey for providing funds and the Trustees of Wesleyan
University for sabbatical time off that made the research of his section
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